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ABSTRACT

Computer based supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization capability have changed significantly in the past 45 years, expanding capability in lockstep with increases in computational power. The increase in accessibility of relatively cheap and powerful hardware has led to the development of a multitude of supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization programs catered towards reducing corporate supply chain costs. Some of these programs are commercial business to business offerings, while a significant set are developed internally within the corporation. Expertise in this field is increasingly seen as an area of competitive advantage for modern goods based corporations. However, the danger lies in executing decisions based upon inaccurate simulation results, often meaning millions of dollars lost in waste rather than the desired savings.

This thesis aims to identify the needs of a corporation regarding supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization – particularly how a company may categorize offerings within this field – how these programs may fit within the organizational context of a company, and how to ensure correct utilization of a set of supply chain programs. Supply chain is very well understood, but little focus has been placed on correctly utilizing these programs to support success for a company’s goal of becoming operationally efficient.

A current state analysis of a major U.S. manufacturing company, Caterpillar, Inc., was conducted and a new framework was applied to understand Caterpillar’s usage of supply chain programs. This thesis utilizes findings from Caterpillar as a sample case to reinforce research. An overall strategy is developed based on research at Caterpillar, and supports the creation of a group of internal experts disassociated from specific supply chain specialties, such as procurement or logistics, in order to ensure global efficiency. A generic strategy is presented for any corporation utilizing computer based supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization.
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1. Introduction

The purpose of this thesis is to recommend a framework to understand the usage of supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization programs (hereon collectively termed "supply chain modeling") in a corporate context and to provide a general strategy for proper utilization of these programs within the corporate environment. The research was conducted through an internship completed with Caterpillar as part of the Leaders for Global Operations program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Caterpillar served as the factual basis for ideas presented. The following sections provide context regarding Caterpillar to facilitate understanding of the situation.

1.1 Caterpillar, Inc.

Headquartered in Peoria, IL, Caterpillar is one of the world's largest companies, both in terms of workforce and revenue stream. In 2013 alone, Caterpillar saw revenues of over $55.65 billion, placing it in the upper strata of the Fortune 500 list. Caterpillar currently employs over 121,000 globally. Its signature Caterpillar yellow is immediately recognizable and the Caterpillar brand is ranked 58th on the best global brands list by Interbrand, ahead of Porsche and just six steps behind Facebook.

Caterpillar officially traces its roots to a merger between the Holt Manufacturing Company and the C.L. Best Tractor Company in 1925. Early Caterpillar production was limited as they focused specifically on track-type tractors, motor graders, generator sets and diesel engines. Now, the company has expanded significantly, maintaining some presence on every populated continent and continuing to expand to respond to global machinery needs as countries continue to invest in construction and mining. Caterpillar is now the world's leading manufacturer of machinery and power systems for the construction industry, resource industries, and general power systems as well as a provider of significant financial products. The following map shows the current footprint of the company, helping to illustrate both the sheer size of Caterpillar and alluding to the complexities that Caterpillar faces in coordinating all of their business operations.

---

2 Caterpillar Number of Employees CAT NYSE.
3 Travel and History » US Cities by Population. Cities with over 100,000 People.
In today’s environment, Caterpillar faces competition in all of its sectors from rival companies such as Komatsu, Hitachi Construction Machinery, Volvo Construction Equipment, and Deere & Co. Although Caterpillar has been able to maintain healthy margins on each product due to its quality, technical innovation, and customer loyalty, the degree of competition that they are facing demands that Caterpillar continues to strive for improvement. Caterpillar works for product superiority, ensuring customer preference and operational efficiency, facilitating product price competitiveness.

In the past few years, Caterpillar has made efforts to improve and evolve their operational efficiency, specifically in the area of supply chain. This has taken the form of the development of the Caterpillar Production System organization (CPS), the very recent formation of a Caterpillar Enterprise System Group (CESG), and countless Lean and 6 Sigma improvement projects. These organizational changes are part of the equation that eventually led Caterpillar’s 2013 ranking of 18th on the Supply Chain Top 25 list generated by Gartner, a leading independent research firm.

The focus on improvement also led to the development of an Integrated Supply Chain Strategy (ISCS) that was expected to improve Caterpillar’s supply chain design and simulation capabilities. ISCS focused on three aspects of supply chain improvement – 1) processes 2) tools and 3) data. The following figure shows how these three aspects of improvement fit within a general improvement cycle:

---

7 “Gartner Announces Rankings of Its 2013 Supply Chain Top 25.”
One area of specific interest is how individual supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization tools fit within this process cycle and how Caterpillar can ensure effective utilization of all of these tools. This is an area that proves to be of significant interest as globalization demands continuously increasing supply chain efficiency to remain competitive.

1.2 Problem Statement

In support of the ISCS, independent teams within Caterpillar led initiatives to investigate supply chain design and simulation. This ranged from the examination of full network optimization and design programs such as Supply Chain Guru or Cast to more limited process design programs such as Plant Sim and Flex Sim. The purpose of these investigations was for the improvement of Caterpillar’s simulation and visualization capabilities through the usage of advanced software. However, the sheer number of examined programs combined with an independent and decentralized team structure means that there is significant risk of work and expense redundancies as well as missed opportunities.

It is now apparent as different groups continue down their separate paths that a coordinated approach is required. A strategy regarding how Caterpillar can best take advantage of internally developed programs and externally available commercial software will reduce the risk of unnecessarily spending money on duplicated projects, overlooking key opportunities, and improve overall supply chain simulation and visualization tool effectiveness.
Though the project focuses on Caterpillar in particular as an in depth example, additional studies of six other companies in the Fortune 500 shows that this is a recurring problem when attempting to effectively utilize complex supply chain software.

1.3 Project Goals

The goal of the project is to understand the supply chain software tool use environment at Caterpillar and understand, in lower resolution, the approaches at six other major corporations. This then leads to the development of a framework for corporations to determine their current and desired supply chain program toolkit. Finally the project creates a strategy for corporations to ensure effective utilization of these programs.

1.4 Methodology

The approach to this problem was to conduct a number of internal and external interviews to understand the simulation and visualization capability within Caterpillar and the approaches that other industry leaders were undertaking in the same vein. Coming from an outside source, MIT, helped in the facilitation of the data gathering as it provided a degree of subjectivity. One point of clarity though, is that this project was chartered by Caterpillar Production System (CPS), Caterpillar’s internal process improvement organization and also one of the stakeholder groups. There is the possibility of partiality, but the final recommendation regarding tying supply chain tool experts and process implementers primarily focused on ensuring effectiveness. This would best occur through a close relationship between a simulation program cultivation group and the corporate process owners who would be the primary implementers and instructors of the supply chain programs.

The internal interviews consisted of scheduled two hour blocks of time with targeted team members and potential customers of the simulation and visualization tools. The focus regarded what programs those persons specifically utilized, what their actual needs were, and how well those programs met those needs. Significant time was also spent in understanding the overall functionality of the programs, its cost structure, and its learning curve. All of those aspects of the programs played into their overall usability for Caterpillar and fit within the supply chain tool ecosystem.

An external industry study followed to validate internal findings. This included interviews with a number of simulation groups in different industries with significant manufacturing or supply chain footprints as
well as interviews with supply chain software vendors. Caterpillar competitors were not interviewed. A number of interviews resulted from connections with Llamasoft, which skewed response rates favor utilization of Llamasoft’s Supply Chain Guru as a specific inventory optimization and network design tool. However, this did not affect the analysis concerning how these types of programs fit within the spectrum of programs nor how they should be utilized.

Below is a list of the various internal and external groups interviewed during the course of this study:

**Internal Interviews**
1. Advanced Components and Systems Division
2. Building Construction Products
3. Caterpillar Production System
4. Earth Moving Division
5. Global Purchasing
6. Integrated Manufacturing Operations Division
7. Logistics
8. Logistics Research and Innovation
9. Medium Wheel Loader
10. Product Development and Global Technology
11. Product Source Planning
12. Remanufacturing
13. Solar Turbines

**External Interviews**
1. Boeing
2. General Mills
3. Goodyear
4. HP
5. IBM
6. Llamasoft
7. Masco
8. Nike
9. Nissan

The interview list spans a significant portion of Caterpillar, though it does not include every single department. Also, the external interviews quality was more general than Caterpillar interactions. None of the interviewees will be specifically quoted in this thesis, though their information will be distilled as it pertains to the categorization of a corporate tool set and the development of a supply chain tool strategy.

**1.5 Summary**

Caterpillar continues to lead not only in their core product categories, but also in the global supply chain operations that support these products. However, the advancements in the field of computer based supply chain software have raised the importance of more effective usage of the corporation’s supply chain toolset. Therefore, this thesis aims to develop a framework to allow a corporation to understand their current tool kit and provide a strategy to ensure efficient usage of those tools.
2 Literature Review

Significant literature exists regarding specific supply chain tools and their usage. This literature review seeks to establish a baseline for understanding these tools and their purpose based on current study. The literature review also expands to tie in corporate considerations regarding centralization of effort. This serves as a platform from which the thesis framework and strategy are developed.

2.1 History of Computational Supply Chain Software

Supply chain computational programs have likely existed in some form as soon as companies realized the power of the computer and the possibility of applying that mathematical capability to supply chain problems. A survey of supply chain design software by Fukani at the Georgia Institute of Technology shows that the first commercial offerings arose in 1968 with the introduction for “Network.” This was followed in the 1980’s by a boom of supply chain software programs, to include Cast, Prodisi SCO, and SAILS.\(^8\) Of these early programs, Cast was encountered in the investigation of this thesis as a continuing commercial product. As computational power rose, more entrants entered the supply chain software field in the late 1990’s, including current industry leaders – LogicNet Plus, Supply Chain Strategist, and Supply Chain Guru.\(^9\)

Fukani’s survey of supply chain software uncovered a number of behaviors, which were observed through the course of the investigation related to this thesis. First, network and inventory optimization models all utilized a node and arc method. The nodes in this case modeled facilities and the arcs were the movement of goods between the facilities. Many of the tools also overlapped in presented results, all supported cost minimization and most supported some form of profit maximization analysis. Second, the tools most often utilized mixed integer programming as the basis of their computational engine. Finally, all modern programs offer some geographical overlays to integrate with supply chain visualizations.\(^10\)

Current Internet web search brings up six major vendors on the first page, a small sample of a growing field. IBM, JDA, and Llamasoft remain in the arena with LogicNet, CAST, and Supply Chain Guru programs respectively. We now also see Quintiq Supply Chain Optimization, Logility Supply Chain Management Software, and SAP SmartOps. This shows that supply chain simulation is not only

\(^{9}\) Ibid.
\(^{10}\) Ibid., 5–10.
important to major corporations with significant supply chain footprints, but it is important enough that myriad of program vendors now exist to service those needs.

2.3 Centralization vs Decentralization of Organizations

The utilization of supply chain simulation, optimization and visualization programs inherently requires some level of data and execution centralization in order to be useful. A singular task or function is generally simple to calculate and does not necessitate significant computational power, which is something that is typically contained within smaller independent control structures in a corporation. Looking to improve efficiency by tying thousands of these tasks and functions will often span multiple groups within an organization. In this case, some form of cohesive effort is required to ensure accuracy and precision of results, necessitating some degree of centralization regarding supply chain software functions.

Centralization and decentralization offer differing merits to their application in a corporate context. Andrew Christie, et al, in his work “Decentralization of the firm: theory and evidence” states that “value maximization requires either that knowledge is transferred to those with the right to make decisions, or that decision rights are transferred to those who have the knowledge. A tradeoff of knowledge transfer costs and control costs is required.” The fundamental issue at work here is the tradeoff costs between transferring knowledge and control. Now that computing power and data networks have made supply chain data transfer relatively easy, this new cost of transfer must then be weighed against the control costs that arise from multiple lower level decisions that may interact sub-optimally.

Christie presents centralization decisions for a company as a function of two main variables: knowledge transfer costs (KTC) and control costs (CC). KTC arise from actual costs of transmitting knowledge, time delays in this transferring and ensuring understanding of this knowledge, and ability to ensure understanding in a timely manner. This increases as knowledge is more specialized, by definition knowledge that is not easily transferrable or observable by higher management. In response to this, decision rights are often delegated to lower level managers and employees because it is more efficient. An examination of Caterpillar in a historical context shows that a significant decentralization event occurred in the 1980’s. Caterpillar found centralized decision-making reduced their ability to respond

---

12 Ibid., 4–9.
quickly to rapid global changes, indicative of high KTC at the time, thus driving their subsequent shift towards a decentralized structure.

Control costs are the other aspect of the decision pertaining to centralization. The costs of creating and managing systems to ensure that lower level decisions are in line with the higher authority, as well as the cost of misalignment between these lower levels constitute control costs. Decentralization will often increase CC as more effort and time is spent on ensuring the more independent lower level decision makers execute in line with higher management’s vision. CC will also typically increase with the specialization of knowledge, meaning CC will vary in a positive way with KTC. Corporations must understand the balance between their CC due to ensuring alignment of effort, CC that arises from higher KTC, and the KTC inherent to their business.13

Understanding of KTC and CC are particularly relevant to the application of supply chain modeling. As enterprise system solutions from SAP or Oracle better connect data within the company, we see a trend towards the reduction of KTC. Ensuring that supply chain decisions are globally optimal – that they optimize for the entire supply chain rather than a specific aspects such as warehousing or logistics – incurs some level of CC. As KTC naturally diminishes for supply chain decisions, we can see a tendency towards centralization to reduce some of the CC related issues.

3 Supply Chain Programs Framework – Redefined for Business Usage

This project began as an examination of supply chain simulation and visualization initiatives within Caterpillar, which initially seemed as a set of reasonable and basic qualifiers for the supply chain software. Discussions within industry focused upon looking at program offerings in these two categories, and much of the available literature found in the literature review focused specifically on simulation or visualization. Upon commencing the work, it was determined that the plethora of offerings in the realm of supply chain software is not properly categorized with just the groupings of simulation and visualization.

13 Ibid., 5–9.
Figure 4: Supply Chain Program List

Figure 4 illustrates the number of major programs that are utilized within Caterpillar for supply chain analysis purposes. The difficulty of extracting meaningful information from this list relates to the fact that most of the programs provide some form of simulation as well as visualization. Such a survey does not provide context that allows managers to see shortfalls in capability or understand areas of strength.

A new framework was then developed to contextualize Caterpillar’s current program offerings and the related strengths or weaknesses and is shown in Figure 5: Supply Chain Programs Framework. This framework was developed with insight from Dr. Edgar Blanco at the MIT Center for Transportation and Logistics as well as several supply chain professionals within Caterpillar. Once programs are properly categorized, it allows a better understanding of the supply chain program footprint.

Figure 5: Supply Chain Program Categorization Framework

The supply chain programs framework essentially categorizes various programs into their functionality and their purpose. The overall program ecosystem must be understood to see if all actual business requirements are satisfied by the various supply chain programs at hand. Having this internal
understanding is currently of interest within Caterpillar and likely a crucial exercise for any corporation involved with heavy supply chain computational analysis.

3.1 Functionality vs Purpose

We must examine the programs in regards to two different categorizations, the functionality of the programs, the actions of a program, and its purpose, the object or intent of a program in relation to supply chain. Functionality is further broken down into two levels for this thesis to better align the framework with business application. One type of functionality is termed Type 1 Functionality and another termed Type 2 Functionality. In this case, Type 1 is a basic building block and Type 2 pertains to a synthesis of Type 1 functionality into groupings that are directly applicable for business units. Purposes for specific programs are closely related to typical supply chain functions; Program A presents a solution for logistics while Program B may give an answer for inventory problems.

3.2 Type 1 Functionality

In conversations and interviews, it was found that supply chain experts would often focus on the functionality of a program as it pertained to their specific area of the supply chain. This includes categories such as modeling, simulation, optimization, and visualization. These functions are quite different and are not interchangeable, providing different types of solutions within a specific supply chain topic. However, most programs offer a blend of these functions and there is some overlap (such as Supply Chain Guru, iLog, or Plant Sim), so it is difficult to demarcate usage based on Type 1 functionality. These functions are defined below to provide a common frame of reference:

3.2.1 Modeling

Modeling is defined as the representation of the characteristics or behaviors of a selected system or process. In relation to supply chain, the model would be the analog for the desired supply chain function under examination. For example, an inventory model is any type of analog that shows the inventory system under examination and may or may not allow some form of interaction. Models may be discrete or continuous, with discrete models sometimes containing the category of optimization since it pertains to a singular solution while continuous models are often related to simulation due to the processing of data over time. When we examine other works focused on supply chain modeling, we see that it is sometimes used interchangeably with simulation and optimization. To create a foundation upon which to evaluate
supply chain efforts, it is necessary to clarify the difference between modeling and the subsets of simulation and optimization.\textsuperscript{14}

3.2.2 Simulation

Simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real world process or system over time. A key principal in the difference between general modeling and simulation is that the simulation is dynamic; it is an evolution of modeling that calculates cause and effect as parameters change.\textsuperscript{15} Again, the industry is conflicted in the usage of this terminology. Özgün and Barlas, in their paper “Discrete vs Continuous Simulation: When does it matter?” utilize the definition of simulation to pertain to both discrete and continuous operations, though the discrete definition contains an iterative step clause.\textsuperscript{16} A winter conference of simulation experts highlights a difference between static-deterministic and dynamic-stochastic simulation, though this definition becomes more convoluted through the work.\textsuperscript{17} This paper will define modeling as static-deterministic and simulation as the dynamic-stochastic approach.

3.2.3 Optimization

Optimization is the process or method of generating a solution as fully perfect, functional, or effective as possible given a set of constraint. Optimization may occur both in discrete or continuous scenarios. An example of a discrete application of supply chain optimization is the determination of optimal inventory levels given set service level goals and supply chain response rates. Continuous optimization may occur in a simulation that spans a given period of time, providing optimized solutions over a specific time span given a sample rate.

A danger that arises from the pursuit of optimization is the belief that there is a singular optimal that can be achieved for a given supply chain. In actuality, given the complexity of a modern network with tariff concerns, supplier constraints, logistic issues, promised service levels, external risk factor analysis, and more, a given set of parameters may actually yield a number of local optimal levels. The determination of which local optimal is the solution depends on the organization’s business goals.

\textsuperscript{14} d’Apice et al., \textit{Modeling, Simulation, and Optimization of Supply Chains}, 1–4.
\textsuperscript{16} Özgün and Barlas, “Discrete vs. Continuous Simulation,” 1.
\textsuperscript{17} Chwif, Barretto, and Saliby, “Supply Chain Analysis,” 59–60.
3.2.3 Visualization

Visualization is the visual representation of abstract data to reinforce human cognition. Data, raw numbers, are conceptually difficult for the human mind to intuitively understand. Visualization is the transformation of these data into interpretable graphs, charts, maps, and other formats, allowing for rapid comprehension of trends and takeaways. Visualization is often utilized in conjunction with modeling, simulation, and optimization to facilitate understanding of the results. Unique methods of data visualization can show different relationships that otherwise were not well understood. Figure 6 shows a sample visual representation of the connections between distributors with prime product facilities as well as secondary and tertiary suppliers.

![Figure 6: Supply Chain Visualization](image)

During the investigation of the programs that Caterpillar utilized, it was noted that every program had some form of visualization aspect where the collected data is presented in representative images. Another observation of interest was that corporate managers often placed significant emphasis on effective visualization, however the definition of what constituted effective visualization differed from person to person.

3.3 Type 2 Functionality

The previous definitions underscore the core functionality of the various programs that were examined through the project. But, those functions are not core to the needs of a corporate entity attempting to examine the usefulness of a variety of supply chain programs. Work at Caterpillar showed that all programs that were utilized in the corporate environment helped visualize information to some degree, most programs modeled and simulated, and some optimized. This rendered the Type 1 functionality categories as poor choices to use for ascertaining the usefulness of particular programs.
A different method of classification is necessary, one which pertains directly to a business application of a program for its given supply chain purpose. This method, referred to here as Type 2 Functionality, separates supply chain software into three groups: dashboards, decision support, and real time updating. Utilizing these three categories aligns the programs with the results that are sought.

### 3.3.1 Dashboards

Dashboards are programs that present data in ways such that users can quickly understand and analyze the information presented. This functionality is comprised of modeling and visualization aspects. The dashboard does not necessarily drive any decisions, but it allows managers and other employees to gain understanding of the situation that is examined. Within Caterpillar, an example of this is the Global Purchasing’s Supplier Selection Analytics program, which does not model or analyze the data, but does reconfigure it into an accessible and workable format as well as the Plan for Every Part dashboard. Figure 7 below presents a screenshot of this type of dashboard as a reference point.

![Figure 7: Plan for Every Part](image)

### 3.3.2 Decision Support

Decision support tools encompass the functionality of programs that provide scenarios or estimates of situations to support complex supply chain decisions. Often, large scale projects or changes in the supply
chain concern multitudes of variables, complicating a supply chain manager's capability to ascertain viable solutions. Programs that provide decision support may utilize modeling or simulation to help frame the situation and may provide multiple possible scenarios for sensitivity/what if analysis. Decision support programs also include optimization programs that ideally give the single best answer based off of given constraints. Decision support often also includes significant visualization so that the presented solutions can be easily understood in ways other than raw numbers and data.

Work at Caterpillar and interviews with outside industry showed that these types of programs were in key focus for most supply chain groups. Interviews with three separate groups, two within Caterpillar and one external, revealed that earlier efforts (circa 2001-2005) in utilizing decision support programs had provided solutions that were less than reliable, leading to undesirable executed outcomes. Now that computational power has advanced, these groups are returning to test the usefulness of this new generation of supply chain software tools. Two multi-function decision support tools that were popularly tested were the Llamasoft Supply Chain Guru and the IBM iLog software suite.

Figure 8: iLog Product and Inventory Flow Analyst

Figure 9: Llamasoft Supply Chain Guru
3.3.3 Real Time Updating

The third type of functionality, real time updating, is in many ways similar to dashboards in that both are focused on data presentation. The difference though, is that real time updating typically utilizes significantly less modeling or simulation regarding data and is focused on the instantaneous visualization of current data. Robust supply chain tracking procedures are required for the proper execution of real time updating. This additional step to having a real time element to the data is a significant barrier and a separate challenge compared to those found with creating dashboards. If improper updates or missed updates occur frequently regarding the tracking of products, facilities, or suppliers, then the real time updating program will function at a substandard level. An effective real time updating system may involve significant investment in training, money and time to ensure proper execution, however real time updating programs provide managers an advantage in situations where reaction speed to supply chain issues would significantly impact the company’s revenue stream. Caterpillar utilizes a central global supplier center (GSC) to track their global supplier network as well as barcode scanning programs at facilities to effectively monitor instantaneous inventory levels. Amazon would be an example of a company that leads the pack in efficient real time updating as they keep track of every single item in their warehouses as well as the in-transit location of every order that a customer places.

3.4 Purpose

To understand whether the multitudes of groups within Caterpillar, or any other company, that are pursuing various supply chain software implementation routes may be overlapping or missing key needs, we must understand the purposes for these programs. Supply chain software must answer or simplify key questions about the fundamental supply situation that planners cannot easily accomplish on their own. The purposes of these programs therefore relate to specific supply chain functions. When dealing with a company’s supply chain, managers must understand the inventory policies, the supplier policies, the transportation policies, the overall interconnection of these previous categories, and then the long term interaction of the supply chain.

3.4.1 Facility Planning

Facility planning and design is often worked around the optimization of the flow of parts through the production process. At Caterpillar, this was typically the purview of manufacturing engineers and was a manufacturing focused domain. However, such an assumption regarding facility design is shortsighted as
corporations, including Caterpillar, not only maintain inventory at manufacturing sites, but also operate warehouses that focus on the distribution of parts and goods. When dealing with the movement of goods, managers must undertake a micro supply chain and logistics focused approach to ensure maximum efficiency. By utilizing a number of supply chain oriented facility design programs, managers may reduce distances moved or improve choke points, which translates to less wasted time, and better utilization of floor space, allowing more items to be stored in the same space.

3.4.2 Inventory Management

Inventory issues revolve around parts/raw material inventory, work in process inventory, or finished goods inventory. Questions in this realm pertain to how much should be on hand based on typical supply chain metrics such as target service level or responsiveness. Less sophisticated companies often have incorrect inventory levels, which may result in overstock situations wherein unnecessary financial resources are tied up, or understocking events wherein service level is impacted. Decision support requirements at Caterpillar focused heavily on optimization of inventory levels based on costs, service levels, lead times, and other supply chain constraints. Emphasis is often placed on this particular category as it is more readily adjustable. While at Caterpillar, two high visibility efforts in supply chain improvement revolved around inventory optimization, further highlighting the importance of this subject. Also important for inventory management, though rarely mentioned during the study period, is the usage of real-time monitoring programs that gather and display current inventory data to ensure accurate control of the parts and product inventory.

3.4.3 Sourcing

Companies that produce large and sophisticated products often have tremendously complex sourcing issues as they deal with multitudes of suppliers and related contracts. In this regard, Caterpillar is no exception and has dedicated an entire business unit to ensuring that sourcing requirements are met in the most advantageous way possible. Supply chain programs exist in this field to provide decision support by determining the optimal supplier strategy among a group of potential suppliers (single source vs multi source, risks involved, overall costs) as well as presenting information regarding the performance of select suppliers. Visualization plays a significant part in real-time updating for sourcing needs, as shown by Caterpillar’s efforts to maintain a global supplier status monitoring system.
3.4.4 Transportation

Caterpillar was actually one of the nation’s largest providers of third party logistics services until they recently divested that business. However, close ties to the divested business and a still sizable internal group dedicated to transportation and logistics ensures that this area remains a core competency. Supply chain programs serve to address decisions pertaining to the movement of goods both within the corporation and externally to dealers or customers. Some transportation decisions are simplistic as there may be only one major vendor that takes a specific route, but often companies need to deal with the option of many different transportation methods that offer different lead times and costs. The business needs within this category are addressed using some form of decision support software to optimize deliveries and real time updated programs to show the instantaneous location of a shipment of parts or products.

3.4.5 Network Design

As companies become more sophisticated in their approach to supply chain issues and requirements, managers realize that finding a solution to a specific aspect of the supply chain system, such as sourcing or transportation, may seem optimal. However, closer inspection may reveal that, due to the interconnectedness of the entire supply chain, a local optimization for the supply chain may be executed to the detriment of a different aspect of the supply chain. An example of this situation is if transportation costs were minimized, yet inventory levels needed to increase by 50% in order to meet promised service level, then a net negative result occurs. Network design programs’ purposes are to connect and determine the interactions of these relationships. The programs often utilize simulation capability to give different scenarios based on chosen constraints and may also search for an optimal solutions.

3.4.6 Long Term Strategic Planning

This is the final supply chain related purpose that is of special interest to business activity and it is one that is strongly related to Network Design. Long Term Network Planning is the examination of the supply chain over a larger time horizon and typically involves taking into consideration additional factors not considered in pure supply chain analysis. Some additional variables may be to include addressing difficult to define long term risks (ex: political instability and natural disaster) and difficult to predict shifts (ex: labor rates, taxation adjustments, 3PL rate/size/efficiency changes). In many ways this is an evolution of Network Design to the Nth degree; however, problems occur when complexity is taken too far and goes
beyond even modern computational capability. Also, the predictive nature of these programs is far less exact and the solutions presented must be viewed critically before any decisions are executed.

4 Caterpillar as a Case Study

4.1 Business Units Involved

Caterpillar, similarly to other Fortune 500 companies, consists of multitudes of business units responsible for varying functions. As stated earlier in the thesis, Caterpillar is relatively decentralized. Individual business units have a substantial amount of autonomy when making decisions, though in recent years a centralizing force is progressing through the company. This is shown in the recent development of the Caterpillar Enterprise System Group (CESG), a new order-to-delivery organization building on the foundation of 6 Sigma and the Caterpillar Production System. This section of the thesis aims to highlight some of the major participants in the supply chain software usage field, some of the programs they have focused on, and how those programs fit into the supply chain program categorization framework. It is observed that the five major groups typically specialize in one of the supply chain program purposes mentioned earlier, though overlap occurs, especially regarding network design and long term strategic planning.

Global Purchasing (GP): This group is responsible for the contracting and supplier management for Caterpillar. The alignment between Global Purchasing and the sourcing category is inherently direct. Sourcing has been an area of strong interest for Caterpillar due to the vast numbers of suppliers that Caterpillar has to deal with. Therefore it logically follows that Global Purchasing has invested time and effort in simulation and visualization based programs to help manage the large supplier network.

Caterpillar Logistics: Though this division of Caterpillar has changed in recent years, the work done in the field is still reflective of the focus that was put in place. There are relatively mature programs dedicated to optimization the loads on a shipment, tracking of these shipments, and some optimization of routes utilizing JDA Cast. Oceanic transportation has generally not been optimized due to the comparatively low selection of oceanic trade routes and ports, meaning there is little to optimize.

Caterpillar Production System (CPS): Inventory optimization is a more nebulous category. It is the responsibility of the individual facilities to manage their inventory levels, tied into purchasing to help ensure the flow of those parts meets needs. But there is not an official Caterpillar Inventory Management
Team. The closest and de-facto owner of this is then CPS, which manages overall production improvements and process improvements. With that, CPS has generated a number of programs to facilitate the inventory level decisions for the enterprise. Other groups, to include PD&GT and Logistics have taken forays into the inventory optimization category with their parallel investigations into iLog, Cast, and Logistics R&I’s work, but CPS continues to appear to be the lead in this area. This is relatively new for Caterpillar and initial pilots within each of these programs show realistic and significant savings. The opportunity here is to continue to utilize these programs, but consolidation is necessary to ensure maximum expertise, highest efficiency, and lowest execution cost (when including licensing, training, R&D, etc).

**Product Source Planning (PSP)**: PSP owns the support function for the long term strategic planning. The GPNP process is the official current enterprise level program to support these long-term decisions. Often product groups independently create their long-term plans and then have PSP run the GPNP process as a sanity check. It works well for its purpose, which is to help determine the financial suitability of a project, taking into consideration supply chain as well as other business factors. Its low resolution has been adequate in balancing expediency with detail. Commercial programs show potential to augment GPNP capability, but this may only occur once the programs (likely Supply Chain Guru or iLog) are properly established with appropriate data and constraints.

**Product Development and Global Technology (PD&GT)**: The facility planning role traditionally fell to product or operations groups in charge of creating a new facility and various PD&GT support personnel. The focus was on creating the facility and optimizing the layout for the production line. Logistics Research and Innovation partnered with PD&GT to apply Plant Simulation to high traffic warehouses, and it seems to be a reasonable adaptation of the original program. However, because of the special conditions under which such optimization may be of significant monetary value, there has not been much additional push in this field. What Logistics R&I is pursuing appears to be sufficient if it can be tied into the facility design process with the Product group and PD&GT teams.

The following sections and figures illustrate the current break down of Caterpillar’s supply chain software efforts placed within the categories mentioned previously. The diagrams are further segregated into different decision tiers, the approximate organizational level at which the tools and the questions they address should be utilized. This framework supported the understanding of issues, redundancies, or opportunities. This thesis provides some description of the capability of the various programs to give
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context, but does not go into specific detail to maintain Caterpillar's competitive advantage in supply chain program usage.

4.2 Frameworks Applied to Caterpillar

The programs listed are only those that are utilized within Caterpillar and have wider applicability than a specialized local Excel model. This means that additional commercial offerings were not evaluated unless there was a gap in Caterpillar’s toolkit coverage and multitudes of local Excel models were not mentioned. Some groups separated their supply chain analysis based on time horizon of the program, but most programs can be utilized for a variety of time horizons based on need so that is likely not as applicable to corporate decision making regarding which programs to utilize.

4.3 Operational Decision Level Programs

Caterpillar maintains a significant number of programs available for facility planning at the operational level. Two in particular, the Tecnomatix Plant Simulation and FlexSim programs are adapted from the production line engineering prospective. These programs can be utilized to examine local level supply flow, which Caterpillar adapted into their internal program, the GLCD. There is however an opportunity to reduce some redundancy. A closer examination of FlexSim and its competitor, Tecnomatix Plant Simulation, show that they are fundamentally the same program. Both revolve around programming highly flexible nodes to serve as processes, can utilize programmable modules, and offer some form of visualization support. The framework in this case helps highlight the density of programs with facility planning, allowing managers to then weigh licensing and training costs as they consolidate efforts.
The inventory planning and sourcing categories contain programs focused on making specific part level decisions or understanding material information at the facility level. Caterpillar’s Barcode Scanner program utilized in Decatur is an example of an excellent internal inventory tracking program, both in regard to the software and in the Decatur facility’s implementation of the program. There is significant discipline and effort required to ensure such a program is successful though. Often other facilities had more simplistic programs, a behavior that was found in external companies as well.

The framework also highlights four programs - TCO, PFEP, Oil and Kanban Calculator – in decision support, all Caterpillar internally created modules that addressed specific inventory and sourcing concerns. Seeing these four programs together helped focus the investigation on the history and purpose of these programs. It was ascertained that there is an opportunity to simplify the toolkit available by consolidating these programs into a singular updated offering.

Less research emphasis was placed on the sourcing and transportation categories at this level as well as at the tactical level. Caterpillar had distilled their needs in those areas and was much more focused regarding what decision support, dashboards, and real time updating they required for the sourcing and transportation.

4.4 Tactical Decision Level Programs

![Figure 11: Tactical Level Tools (Product Groups and Sub Groups above Facility Level)](image-url)
The tactical level, defined here as the decision level for product groups, shows the introduction of network design. Inventory planning, sourcing, and transportation programs remain somewhat similar to the facility level. The level of detail examined by some of the programs may change, and some constraints may be adjusted or results may be aggregated, but the usage is the same. The tactical level is also the focal decision level for the industry comparative investigation.

The network design category is an area of significant contention, and this ended up being the point of many discussions and a significant portion of this project's time. Much of the overlap that is occurring within Caterpillar happens in the network design category, as it is quite new to the organization (it is also a new area of development for most of the external companies). Correctly categorizing the supply chain software at this decision level focused an examination into network design.

It was ascertained, after learning the functionality of the various network design offerings (Supply Chain Guru, iLog, Cast, Logistics R&I's in-house program, and Servigistics), that each of these programs functioned similarly. The fundamental mathematical models behind each simulation/optimization program (all offered both capabilities) was similar (mixed integer programming was the typical method) as were the visualization capabilities. None of the programs displayed significant weakness or lack of functionality when compared to the others, though ease of use and ease of data entry differed. The input of constraints, which had significant impact on results, also differed, but the programs could likely be made to look very similar at the hands of experienced users. Logistics R&I claimed that their modeling method differed and offered a more robust solution while also better addressing Caterpillar's specific supply chain issues (high value, low turns, highly complex), but with the natural variability in simulation solutions based on differently designed constraints, it was difficult to ascertain a substantial dissimilarity. Therefore, we can see an opportunity for consolidation within the five network design programs.

Of note regarding the network design programs was their capability to perform inventory planning decision support. The framework illustrates how these programs, nascent in their adoption within Caterpillar, were not fully implemented for inventory planning. Caterpillar's enterprise level groups were investigating SC Guru and iLog for inventory planning at the strategic tier and so we see a future opportunity to bring some computational capability to a lower decision level.

For the commercial programs, anecdotal evidence suggested that Supply Chain Guru was possibly more user friendly and robust than Cast or iLog. Also, some external corporations mentioned dissatisfaction in the computational capability or accuracy of the latter, leading them to change to Supply Chain Guru. It
must be observed that computational power plays a significant role in the success of these optimization and simulation programs and dissatisfaction arose from usage of earlier versions of those programs. Now that some modern laptops are as powerful as entire networks from the early 2000 era, computational power and the ability to deal with vastly more constraints and variables have significantly increased. This increases the ability of simulation programs to actually simulate and model, meaning a return to Cast or iLog may prove significantly more fruitful. Conversely, Supply Chain Guru may not have fared any better on platforms from 10-15 years ago.

4.5 Strategic Decision Level Programs

The final level of corporate decision-making is the strategic level, which constitutes supply chain decisions that must be made at the highest level of the enterprise, often affecting multiple business units or even the entire corporation. Most of the programs are unwieldy to be utilized at this level, as often they are too detailed. This was apparent when enterprise support groups no longer utilized the TCO for high level decision making (not to say they did not use the TCO for discrete inventory part analysis when necessary). The typical behavior found here is to use massive amounts of lower resolution data to understand the aggregate, visualize it into an easy to understand format, and then make decisions on this type of information.

A number of programs from the lower levels carry over, though their suitability is not excellent. The TCO for sourcing decisions and GMM for transportation tracking are still utilized, though often by strategic...
analysts who are curious about a specific item outside of the aggregate or items that are either difficult and/or expensive to procure.

Some programs, such as the supplier analytics dashboard and the global supplier center truly come into focus here as this was what they were intended to perform. The supplier analytics dashboard gives analysts and managers in Global Purchasing a way to understand the overall performance of thousands of suppliers combined with the capability to closely examine specific suppliers. The global supplier center takes a similar approach and gives a real time visual of the status of the worldwide distribution network, a view that at times can be crucial to the enterprise’s rapid response to a major crisis.

Finally, we return to the categories that the majority of Caterpillar groups interested in supply chain optimization and visualization are investigating, network design and long term strategic planning. Network design is not significantly different in how it is utilized, but the complexity increases significantly due to meshing the requirements of two different business units on a joint venture or adding a facility that affected a number of groups. The caution here is to find the correct level of detail, which may change from one scenario to the next and was highly subjective. For instance, a highly complex and difficult to move part may require analysis of various taxation laws, capabilities of logistics companies, and stability of the work force, and more as well as how these factors may interact or change in the near future. Conversely, designing in a new fastener manufacturing plant may mean cheap transportation responsiveness is the only significant factor. Much of this is dependent on how familiar a manager is with the capabilities of a specific simulation or optimization engine as well as how much time and effort the manager truly wants to spend.

At Caterpillar, the long term strategic design planning category has long been a purview of the GPNP process, which entails data collection from a variety of sources, to include supply chain related information, and then processing that information. The decisions here are slightly different from exact planning, as it is not an exact footprint that is sought, but a roadmap for how the future may look. This means that simulation and scenario development, rather than optimization are critical. Analysts examine if something should be done, what are the general implications, and what may happen if these changes occur in the future. However, there is room for improvement as the GPNP program is not as detailed in the supply chain analysis as Supply Chain Guru, Logic Net, or Logistics R&I’s programs. Further study needs to be conducted to see if these newer supply chain specific programs may be suitable to either accompany the current solver or possibly replace it as a different and more detailed alternative. The caveat to this idea is that new programs may offer more detail than necessary and may significantly
prolong the timeframe to collect and process data, thereby delaying decision-making. However, a robust implementation of SAP and other integrated data platforms may reduce the effect of this issue.

4.6 Conclusions from this Application

Applying the supply chain program categorization framework was useful to understand the program ecosystem that Caterpillar had within the corporation. Before, with only the list of programs used within Caterpillar, it was difficult to judge how well Caterpillar’s supply chain needs were addressed. Now, conclusions regarding program redundancy and shortfalls were readily apparent. It is shown that the sourcing and transportation purposes are fulfilled with only a few major programs. These supply chain categories were historically contained within dedicated business units, showing how such centralization can streamline program usage. The inventory planning category contains more options at all decision levels, relating to how this has been more of a decentralized issue within Caterpillar. It was assessed that opportunity exists to consolidate some of these programs into a more cohesive offering, thereby reducing complexity, training requirements, and improving ease of knowledge transfer. Finally, the framework reinforces the segmentation that occurs in network planning and long term strategic planning as these are areas of new focus for Caterpillar.

The inferences made from the supply chain categorization framework allowed for the subsequent development of a multigenerational project plan specific to Caterpillar. This project plan was distilled in this paper for application to other corporations.

5 General Multigenerational Project Plan

The long term strategy that Caterpillar needs to adopt to ensure a continuous leading position in supply chain management revolves around addressing two specific issues, which are enhancing coordination and ensuring correct application of the programs that are already utilized. This relates to a concept espoused by Llamasoft, which is the Supply Chain Center of Excellence. The multi-generational project plan generated while at Caterpillar revolves around the establishment and usage of such a group within the corporate context. The following plan in Figure 13 is an example of this plan when applied to Caterpillar, but can be easily adapted to other large companies:

---

18 "Creating a Supply Chain Design Center of Excellence (CoE) | Llamasoft."
5.1 Supply Chain Center of Excellence

The Supply Chain Center of Excellence (SCCOE) concept is one touted by Llamasoft, though the fundamental idea of a central group analyzing data and providing support is not unique. Regarding supply chain software, the idea of centralization becomes more important as advances in computing lower the specialization factor of supply chain data. This means that the ratio of knowledge transfer costs to control costs will shift, driving organizations towards centralized functions. The SCCOE is the natural evolution of this need, service as a central custodian of programs, an expertise reservoir to effectively leverage these programs, and the internal training group to ensure proper usage across the enterprise.

It must be noted that this group is uniquely different from lower cost offshore analysis support often utilized in today’s business environment as a cost effect method to leverage IT expertise. Caterpillar’s India analysis teams are very proficient at what they can do, as are many off shore analysis providers. However, their work is typically reactive, and Caterpillar must undertake a more proactive approach to effectively utilize these tools. Proximity is also important, both to the bulk of users as well as to third party program providers and support, the majority of which are located in the U.S. or Europe. Finally,
because the SCCOE’s purpose is also to coordinate between major enterprise parties and work very closely with process implementers, proximity to these targets is crucial to the SCCOE’s success.

5.1.1 Center of Excellence Design and Structure

Llamasoft has conducted preliminary research into how the SCCOE should be designed and how a nascent SCCOE should navigate the company environment. It is a model that that augments the Llamasoft Supply Chain Guru product. However, the SCCOE tips that Llamasoft provides are universally applicable for groups that utilize the spectrum of supply chain programs. The main concepts to explore in the design of the SCCOE are establishing a shared service center, a centralizing function, and ensuring that this shared service center can execute parallel focus on the most important programs.19

Establishing the shared service center requires careful consideration of the organizational structure. Caterpillar groups invested in supply chain improvement consist chiefly of a process implantation group (CPS), various supply chain category silos (GP, Cat Logistics, etc), and independent product groups responsible for entire categories of Caterpillar products. A shared service center would need an organizational position where they are able to connect all of these supply chain stakeholders to ensure effective coordination and program improvement. The following figure shows how a Center of Excellence may fit within a corporate structure similar to Caterpillar’s.

![Figure 14: Center of Excellence Organizational Position](image)

---

Research at Caterpillar emphasized the need for a coordinating element. The presence of an existing process implementation team means that the SCCOE would not need to focus specifically on process implementation, a consideration that other companies may want to include within the SCCOE. In this model, the SCCOE manages the supply chain software suite and works in close relation with process implementers while remaining independent of that group.

Within Caterpillar, it is recommended that the SCCOE maintains a position within CPS. Due to Caterpillar’s large organizational size, a small stand-alone team with little higher executive sponsorship or overwatch would have little to no impact. CPS, as a sub-organization with an Executive Director lead, maintains enough influence to ensure the SCCOE’s can perform its duties and avoid marginalization. Tying the SCCOE with the process implantation group ensures closeness to the immediate executors of the SCCOE products. CPS’s position as an enterprise reaching unit, one that focuses on all supply chain issues instead of a specific subset, also ties in with the SCCOE’s global supply chain task. The SCCOE will then be independent of all business units with specific supply chain interests and remain capable of maintaining close feedback loops with product groups and operational groups. Research into other companies pursing a similar endeavor shows a tendency towards integration with internal consultancy groups similar to CPS or as stand-alone structures, though with direct executive sponsorship.

Since Caterpillar Logistics and Global Purchasing already have mastery of their internal program capabilities, this specific SCCOE would serve as a coordinator and work towards connecting program data feeds, facilitating seamless data transition between different programs and their respective owners. Finally, the SCCOE would maintain a close relationship with offshore analytical support, who would execute the actual data analysis after the SCCOE ensured the programs and parameters were correctly calibrated.

The parallel focus task for the SCCOE is a charter to ensure that the parent company is able to maintain an advantage in supply chain software capability. While the SCCOE executes tasks of training and coordination another portion of the COE focuses on current program improvement as well as discovering new applications for supply chain simulation, modeling, and visualization within the corporation. A strong understanding of supply chain fundamentals and programming capability is crucial for the success of this aspect of the SCCOE. Parallel focus allows the SCCOE to mitigate risks associated with utilizing a more concentrated offering of programs. Team members would ideally understand issues such as ramifications of varying optimization algorithms, the relation of these adjustments to established business
goals, capabilities of the wider realm of software offerings, and future trends within simulation, optimization, and visualization software. This would mitigate risks associated with concentrating on a sole software vendor and help transition to new technologies if older programs prove inadequate.

5.1.2 Implementation Benefits and Concerns

Understanding of the financial impact of the correct supply chain decisions based off of modern software is critical to corporate adoption of a SCCOE concept. Business action requires financial impetus towards action, whether by actual savings or by cost avoidances. An examination for a few projects within Caterpillar readily highlights the benefits and discussions with supply chain veterans also served as cautionary tales for improper usage of supply chain software for decision support.

The following graphic from Caterpillar Logistics, with some adjustments, helps to highlight the range of benefit that Caterpillar experiences from the various programs:

![Figure 15: Supply Chain Benefits](image)

The above figure addresses some benefits specific to Caterpillar when applying supply chain simulation programs. These figures run at about 5% improvement over the baseline inventory costs and based on expert opinion (both internal to Caterpillar and external) that rate should be possible for most other
projects as well. The top percentage, approximately 4.6% improvement on actual product margin when utilizing network design, takes into account the full spectrum of improvements that are possible (transportation, sourcing, inventory levels, etc).

This is not a comprehensive examination of the financial benefit that is possible and some of the benefit may be difficult to fully quantify. For example: Global Purchasing’s utilization of the Supply Analytics dashboard – the additional clarity does not have a monetary value and it is difficult to measure efficiency improvement. It is likely we will see some increase in number of projects processed or a reduction in errors, which is inherently valuable, though direct savings may be difficult to tie to the improvement.

The costs involved in utilizing the software typically include the labor cost to Caterpillar to employ experts for internal development and execution, licenses for commercial software, and possibly consultants for support. The early inventory optimization projects (these are used as a reference because monetary benefits were estimated) required a small number of Caterpillar employees to work for 1-2 months analyzing and building the scenario parameters into a selected commercial program. Additional costs were incurred from the direct licensing fees of the utilized software as well as consultant fees related to training and support. An established COE with expertise and familiarity of all programs would improve Caterpillar labor usage, reduce the need for external consultants, and gain bargaining power as a single group purchases licenses for utilization throughout the corporation.

Caution is also important to prevent the execution of supply chain decisions off of a poorly established model or scenario. Caterpillar had delved into network design in the late 90’s and early 2000’s. However, early modeling efforts went awry and there was an avoidance of sophisticated network design or full spectrum inventory optimization programs until very recently (approximately 2012). A well run SCCOE should better understand the tools that they cultivate than a novice user who accesses a program only because it happened to be necessary for an occasional task. This fundamental understanding of the mathematical models behind a program, the parameters entered into the program, and the typically expected results will mitigate some of the risk of using a faulty recommendation.

5.1.3 Political Considerations

While at Caterpillar, it was observed that corporate politics will have a role in the implementation and structure of a Supply Chain Center of Excellence. This is not an occurrence unique to Caterpillar, rather large and complex organizations will always have a variety of forces and motivations at work to affect the
outcome of major organizational changes. Company decision makers, those with the authority to make the final decision regarding the creation of a SCCOE, need to understand their supply chain objectives such as placing greater emphasis on logistical optimization, supplier management, or global improvements. For Caterpillar, it was recommended that the SCCOE worked closely with the process implementation group (possibly as a sub-group within CPS) while maintaining independence of any specific supply chain silo. This would drive the SCCOE to provide supply chain program solutions that were more globally focused. The decentralized nature of Caterpillar also renders their SCCOE as more of a suggestive group than a directive group, whereas more centralized companies may find it beneficial to give the SCCOE greater directive power.

5.2 Industry Utilization and Adoption

Caterpillar’s situation and the need to utilize the SCCOE is not unique compared to other manufacturing focused companies. Supply chain efficiency is becoming increasingly important as margins shrink due to increased competitiveness and rising costs. Interviews were conducted with numerous corporations regarding their general approaches to utilizing supply chain software. A diverse group of F500 companies was examined to capture general trends among top corporations. The interviews were conducted with persons at the tactical decision making level. It was not possible to get access to the operational or strategic level insights. Below are some highlights from external interviews regarding their usage of network design programs at the tactical level:

**Boeing:** Boeing’s brand name and reputation for technological innovation sets them as a desirable benchmark, especially for Caterpillar. Some of Boeing’s product line is similar to Caterpillar’s in regards to sheer size and complexity, however, regulatory constraints and Boeing specific strategic choices render their sourcing and inventory planning methodologies somewhat dissimilar to Caterpillar’s. Much of Boeing’s sourcing decisions have national security and political significance, reducing the number of supply chain efficiency decision possibilities. Also, Boeing’s decision to give suppliers the onus of maintaining parts responsibility shifts their own focus onto transportation efficiency and real time updating, while Caterpillar must continue to understand the interactions between all supply chain disciplines. This is shown through Boeing’s lower investment in a large supply chain simulation group, while their version of a supply tracking system is world leading and often a model that others emulate.

**General Mills:** This food products company has an experienced supply chain simulation team, an established “Center of Excellence,” which is logical as their products are relatively low margin, rendering
supply chain efficiency crucial to business success. General Mills has a longer history of investigating the usage of inventory optimization programs, beginning with early adaptation of IBM’s iLog suite. They appeared to lead the group of companies interviewed in regards to investment into more effective supply chain simulation and visualization, which is understandable as their products are lower margin. An ineffective transportation route or other production delay may increase cost of goods sold by a few cents each, but when profit margins are in terms of cents ensuring as little waste as possible is crucial to remain competitive. General Mills organizational structure can be characterized as more centralized, and this is reflected in how they utilize their SCCOE. There, the SCCOE was indicated to have significantly more power in selecting supply chain problems within specific sub-organizations making analysis and directing change based on the results.

**Nike:** Though dissimilar to Caterpillar in their fundamental business, their current drive towards supply chain optimization mirrors Caterpillar’s own intentions. Nike serves as a useful recent example of how to utilize a “Supply Chain Center of Excellence” and multifunction commercial programs. Nike originally worked with IBM’s iLog years ago, but due to issues with the implementation of the program, Nike left the realm of simulation and optimization until recently. Now Nike has partnered with Llamasoft in their return to utilizing supply chain software solutions by not only purchasing licensing rights, but actually a portion of Llamasoft. This aggressive strategy towards a specific software solution, one that addresses many of the various functions and purposes in one stand-alone product, was discussed at Caterpillar, but a decision had not been reached as of this paper. Distinct advantages in this type of relationship are greater control for tailoring the program to specific needs and better response than a typical licenser may realize. Disadvantages of this relationship include greater risk if Llamasoft proves less capable in analysis than its competitors and greater dependency on Llamasoft’s advancement pace.

Nike was most interesting because they employ their simulation and visualization teams not only as program developers, working on improving and refining the programs, but also as implementers and teachers. This of course differs from Caterpillar’s structure that utilizes CPS as an enterprise implementation team. Advantages in this situation are an easier transition from analysis to implementation of the results, but it may require greater numbers of SCCOE personnel at the beginning to ensure rapid diffusion of the Llamasoft program.

**Masco:** This home improvement and construction materials company was of significance to Caterpillar especially because of their organizational structure, which had implications in how they could utilize network design within their corporation. Masco’s product mix, cost, and complexity are not on the same
scale as Caterpillar, but their current decentralized corporate structure does relate to Caterpillar’s organizational setup. This was the result of a growth through acquisition strategy as Masco purchased a number of smaller home improvement and construction materials corporations over the years. This decentralized organizational arrangement sees issues regarding dissimilar MRP systems and supply chain approaches. To address this, Masco did create a singular team based off of the Llamasoft “Center of Excellence” concept to lead their efforts in supply chain software utilization. Like Caterpillar, Masco’s involvement in advanced supply chain software usage is also a relatively recent event, reiterating the relative novelty of this type of analysis for many F500 companies.

6 Conclusions

Supply chain simulation, optimization, and visualization software can provide significant cost savings and avoidances for corporate users, especially if implemented to the maximum potential. Caterpillar’s current ventures into this field shows a wide and varied approach that covers, either through current implementation or at the least initial assessment and awareness, most of what modern supply chain simulation and visualization offers. Managers within Caterpillar queried if there were weaknesses or gaps in the current efforts, but the research, interviews, and using the supply chain program categorization framework showed that lack of capability is not an issue for Caterpillar. External industry talks also suggest that large companies invested in supply chain excellence typically have spent significant resources on various supply chain software solutions. Rather, the issue corporations actually face is how to coordinate and manage the usage of these programs and how to ensure their correct application. This led the concept of applying the Supply Chain Center of Excellence and the development of a sample application using Caterpillar as a case study. The sample application can be utilized and applied in other corporate contexts as long as the organizational structure of the new application is fully considered.

6.1 Recommendations for other areas of research

Throughout the execution of this project, additional issues and topics of interest were discovered, but were not pursued due to scope and resources. Two issues that were recurrent in the investigations pertained to the algorithms used and the data quality entered into these algorithms. Below is a summary of these two topics:

1) Algorithm effects on simulation and optimization results – Many commercial vendors routinely implement new modules that greatly change their usability dynamic. The engines behind each of the
mainstream commercial offerings in the field are mixed integer solvers. Additional complexity multiplies
the number of calculations needed to arrive at a solution. Even with modern computer networks, recently,
a scenario test by Caterpillar crashed Llamasoft’s servers. This highlights the limitations of the solver
engine. The possibility exists to test other optimization algorithms such as genetic or ant colony
algorithms to see if reasonable solutions can be achieved faster or with fewer computational resource
requirements.

2) Sensitivity analysis of supply chain variables – More powerful supply chain software allows for the
inclusion of more variables. An issue that arises from the utilization of more variables is the actual
importance of these parameters. What is the sensitivity of the system to variables such as tariff laws, risk
factor adjustments, or data accuracy and how to control for that sensitivity? Specifically regarding the
data accuracy issue, all supply chain experts interviewed questioned the effect of bad data on the results,
yet no one know the threshold at which point the data is unusable. An analysis of data quality against the
costs of achieving that data quality would be beneficial in the corporate decision making process.
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